Application of data mining techniques for effort and duration estimation of software projects
1. Introduction

This dissertation proposes an alternative approach to estimation of effort and duration of information and communication technology (ICT) projects in relation to traditional estimation methods based largely on expert knowledge, source lines of code and function points. For this purpose, predictive data mining techniques derived from statistics, machine learning and artificial intelligence have been applied. Prediction capability of data exploration algorithms are commonly acknowledged, which manifests itself in an increasingly larger scale of their application in different sectors of economy during the last two decades. They have specific use in the fields characterized by great complexity and uncertainty regarding final product or outcome such as: credit risk assessment, customer relationship management or fraud detection.

The concept of applying data exploration techniques to the estimation of effort and duration of software projects originates from a problem of a large number of initiatives (according to some studies: 65%\textsuperscript{1}) that do not stick to costs and completion time agreed during the initiation and planning phase. As a result, products created in software projects have often different functional scope and low quality, which leads to dissatisfaction of the final customer. Additionally, higher than the assumed budget and duration necessary for product creation may result in unfavourable business profits balance in relation to incurred costs, leading to premature resignation from execution of the already started projects.

It is common to look for reasons for abandoning projects not at the stage of errors committed during creation of the final product, tests or implementation, but in the initiation and planning phase\textsuperscript{2}. The aforementioned project assumptions are specified at the beginning of an initiative and rarely changed in later phases. At the same time, it is required to conduct the process of change request, which involves revision of benefit calculation. In the case of costs that exceed potential gains from implementation of the final product of a project, requested initiative

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{1} Standish Group, The CHAOS Manifesto 2011, „The Standish Group International. EUA”, 2011; B. Czarnacka-Chrobot, Analysis of the functional size measurement methods usage by Polish business software systems providers, „Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics)”, 2009, t. 5891 LNCS, pp. 17–34.

schedule or budget changes may not obtain approval of the sponsor and stakeholders and hence result in the project failure.

The estimation of project assumptions, labour consumption and duration in the early phases of project implementation is an extremely difficult task owing to incomplete available knowledge regarding the final product, initiative and tasks related to its implementation. Errors made in the process of estimation have a direct impact on the course of the project and its successful completion. However, in organizations it is frequent to estimate project assumptions on the basis of guidelines of managerial staff or customer. Additionally, the estimation process is based on traditional methods, such as estimation by analogy, expert methods or decomposition. In the case of inexperienced project managers, such activities may bring over optimistic assumptions with regard to effort and duration of initiatives, which can lead to failure in the further project phases, especially when the costs exceed benefits from ICT system implementation.

Organizations experienced in project management perceive accurate estimation as a prerequisite of successful completion of an initiative, and use advanced estimation methods based on dimensioning of software in the form of source line of code or function points. These approaches have been developed since the end of the 1970s and provide standardization, repeatability and continuous improvement of the project estimation process by updating and calibration of particular techniques. However, both approaches have many flaws limiting their common use in practice. Techniques based on SLOC are not adjusted to the contemporary programming languages and do not take into account labour consumption other than software development, such as requirements collection and tests. At the same time, those based on function points require final product specification, thus they may be used in the initial project phase only in a limited form. Additionally, they are based on a subjective evaluation of the estimator; system size, labour consumption and duration necessary for its manufacturing can be thus differently estimated as a result of personal evaluation of the assessor. The use of both SLOC and FP requires trained personnel who largely performs manual calculations both for the
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purposes of dimensioning software and defining project parameters, which may result in frequently incorrect and over optimistic estimations in relation to the actual values.

For the aforementioned reasons, researchers involved in the issues of estimation of software projects\(^5\) in recent years have turned their attention towards a new discipline involved in the exploration of large data sets: data mining. This concept was created in the early 1990s and had its source in the popularization of data warehouses, business intelligence and knowledge management. Due to combining techniques originating from different science disciplines, such as statistics, mathematics, artificial intelligence or machine learning, the algorithms of data mining are characterized by a great accuracy of estimation and have practical application in creating models that increase the economic value of an organization. Research works conducted during last 20 years proved their effective application with regard to budget estimation, schedule and final product quality (in relation to the number and type of errors)\(^6\). Additionally, the algorithms of data mining, of both supervised learning and non-supervised learning, may be used as a tool for monitoring progress in project implementation, for instance in the analysis Earned Value Management (EVM)\(^7\) or for the prediction of future system maintenance costs\(^8\).

Significant emphasis is put on estimating effort and duration of initiatives aimed at developing new or expanding the existing system at the initial stage of the project\(^9\). It is the largest challenge to an estimator due to incomplete information with regard to requirements related to the final product, uncertainty about activities related to its creation and substantial probability of risks
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occurrence. For that purpose, researchers used individual prediction algorithms, which generated estimations of effort and duration of initiatives, and thus were showing their suitability for presenting the studied problem.

However, so far data exploration techniques were not commonly applied in practice in organizations implementing ICT systems as a tool supporting the process of estimation of resources necessary for the development of final products. This phenomenon may result from inconsistencies of research works conducted in this respect. The obtained results differed depending on techniques used, their configuration and using historical base of projects in the process of algorithms learning. Models applied were predominantly individual. This type of models implemented in practice can generate results different from those obtained in research works due to the diversity of data in a selected organization. Additionally, most models were built with use of data sets smaller than 100 observations and coming from one selected institution. Hence there is a significant possibility of overfitting and distorting actual predictive power of algorithms. Another aspect is quality of projects data, which is low in many organizations. Meanwhile, algorithms proposed by the researchers should be resistant to missing values and noises in data. The above inconsistencies in research works, lack of proposal of integrated approach towards estimation of IT projects and unpopularity of using these methods in practice contributed to addressing these drawbacks in this doctoral dissertation.

2. Subject of the dissertation and research methodology

The aim of the dissertation is application of ensemble predictive data mining techniques for the estimation of effort and duration of software projects at their initial stage for the purpose of models’ development that could be utilized in practice. In order to conduct the research, ISBSG\textsuperscript{10} database was used, containing historical data about the completed ICT initiatives from many public and private institutions, operating in different branches of industry, concerning both developing new software and enhancing the existing one. Construction of the abovementioned data exploration models was conducted according to recognized methodology

of Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)\textsuperscript{11}. First, data analysis was performed for the purpose of selection of models’ training data set, identification of associations between variables and their impact on dependent variables (effort and duration). Three prediction data exploration algorithms were chosen for models’ construction: generalized linear models (GLM), artificial decision trees (ANN) and CHi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection decision trees (CHAID). The choice of these algorithms was made on the basis of review of the literature and results of preliminary analysis of models that preferably corresponded to the examined phenomena and were characterized by resistance to missing and noisy data. These techniques were used for construction of two ensemble models, separately for dependent variables: effort and duration. Each of models consists of three abovementioned algorithms, whose results were averaged, in accordance with the best practice, for the purpose of a more accurate estimation. The model evaluation was supposed to confirm the ability to predict the studied phenomena, greater accuracy of estimation of aggregation model than individual techniques as well as the possibility of implementation of models in practice.

The approach presented above enables estimating software projects related not only to development of new or enhancement of the existing system in practice, but also to implementation or change in the methodology of work, processes and procedures implemented within the scope of ICT project management environment. Ensemble techniques enable organizations to efficiently implement the models in practice, which consists in preparing data and adjusting generated for the purposes of this dissertation models to reflect diversity of initiatives within a given institution. As a result of combining predictive power of three effective algorithms, the intention of the author was to create a tool resistant to poor quality of input data and uniqueness of particular organisations in terms of work culture and project data. Models were constructed with the use of IBM SPSS Modeler, which is commonly used by institutions using data exploration techniques for various day-to-day operations. The additional outcome of this dissertation is formulation of models’ implementation methodology proposal.

\textsuperscript{11} C. Pete et al., \textit{CRISP-DM 1.0, CRISP-DM Consortium}, 2000.
3. Objectives and research hypotheses

The main objective of dissertation was construction of aggregating prediction models with the use of general linear models, multilayer perceptron artificial neural networks and CHAID decision trees for estimation of effort and duration of information technology projects. Below secondary research objectives were presented, enabling implementation of assumed main objective and formulated hypotheses.

Cognitive objectives:
• Determination of relations between variables describing software projects and their impact on estimation of effort and duration of initiatives.
• Assessment of suitability of general linear models, artificial neural networks and CHAID decision trees for the estimation of effort and duration of software projects.

Methodical objectives:
• Definition of approach for building ensemble prediction data mining models for estimation of effort and duration of IT projects with the use of three data mining regression techniques: general linear models, artificial neural networks and CHAID decision trees.
• Proposing methodology of implementation of the built models in practice.

Application objective:
• Construction of ensemble models estimating effort and duration of initiatives with the use of a multi-trade historical base of software projects for the purpose of initial calibration of prediction algorithms and assessment of their application possibilities, as a result of potential implementation of a model within the scope of management of initiatives in various types of organizations implementing software projects.

In this dissertation, the following research hypotheses were formulated:
1. Data mining can be applied in software project management, supporting the process of estimation of effort and duration of initiatives at their initial stage and potentially can contribute to increased probability of successful project completion. For these reason, they may be applied as an alternative to traditional methods and to methods using source lines of code or function points.
2. General linear models, artificial neural netowrks and CHAID decision trees are characterized by a sufficiently good prediction power of effort and duration of software projects and resistance to deficiencies and noises in data enabling potential implementation in practice.

3. Ensemble prediction data exploration models, used for estimation of software projects at the initial stage, enable obtaining more detailed estimates regarding studied phenomena than individually used algorithms.

4. Content and layout of the dissertation

The doctoral dissertation was divided into four chapters. In chapter one factors affecting ICT projects along with criteria of their successful completion were discussed. They are the starting point of understanding the issues of estimation of project parameters because their correct estimation affects the possibility of creating project final product in accordance with the predefined effort and duration. In subsequent subchapters issues related to estimation projects and measures used in the estimation process were discussed. Traditional techniques of estimation have been presented as well. They include: use of analogy, expert’s estimation or decomposition, as well as more advanced parametric methods based on source line of code (COCOMO/COCOMO II, SLIM, SEER-SEM) and on dimensioning of software with the use of function points (IFPUG, NESMA, COSMIC). This chapter discusses also imperfections of the currently used techniques of estimating information technology projects.

Chapter two discusses knowledge discovery in project management and data exploration techniques. It covers also the review of literature related to applying data mining techniques for the estimation of project parameters. The areas of knowledge distinguished in the project management process, information collected at each stage in the form of data sets, containing such projects characteristics as budget, effort, duration, used programming language, methodology of work implementation or the number of errors detected during the tests phase (quality) were presented in the first place. Then, the process of knowledge discovery in data sets was discussed, which includes an important step: data mining. In particular subchapters types of techniques data mining were presented, methodology of process of knowledge acquisition from CRISP-DM data and three prediction algorithms, which in chapters 3 and 4
were used for construction of models for estimating effort and duration of projects: general linear models, artificial neural networks and CHAID decision trees. Further part of the chapter contains a review of previous literature on the use of exploration data techniques for the estimation of IT project parameters, indicating used approach, techniques, bases used for the learning process and methods of evaluation of models constructed with data mining algorithms. An important aspect of this part of the dissertation is the discussion on limits of past research from the area of the application of prediction models.

Chapter three initiates the empirical part of the dissertation, where CRISP-DM methodology was utilized and ISBSG database was applied for construction of effort and duration prediction models. The first step intended to prepare a set of input data for prediction modelling of labour consumption and duration was understanding and analysis of data with regard to occurring missing values, conducting data transformation and analysis of Pearson correlation and stepwise regression. Then, separately for effort and duration of initiatives, process of construction and configuration of aggregation models was presented, consisting of three prediction techniques: generalized linear models, artificial neural networks and CHAID decision trees, along with substantiation for their choice.

Chapter four is an evaluation of individual models and ensemble ones in terms of estimation accuracy and possibility of using them in practice. Traditional methods of forecasting error were chosen, such as: average error, mean absolute error, mean squared error and root mean squared error and commonly used for evaluation of models labour consumption and duration of IT projects: mean relative error (MRE), mean magnitude of relative error (MMRE) and prediction to actual value ratio (PRED). First, each of three models constructed separately for estimating the effort and duration with the use of general linear models, artificial decision trees and CHi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection decision trees CHAID was assessed. Secondly, two aggregating models, each consisting of three aforementioned algorithms estimating researched phenomena, were subjected to evaluation. Results of an integrated approach were compared with the applied individual models for the purpose of ascertaining superiority manifesting itself in accuracy of estimated values. The last part of chapter four presents a proposal of methodology for implementation of aggregation model in practice.
The dissertation is summed up with conclusions from the conducted research and reference to assumed research objectives and research hypotheses. Additionally, thesis limitations are also presented, as well as potential directions of future research.

In the last part of the dissertation reference literature and appendices presenting the detailed results of built prediction models were listed.

5. Results and conclusions from the conducted research

The primary objective of the dissertation was to build two ensemble prediction models, separately for effort and duration estimation of software projects, with utilization of three data mining techniques: generalized linear model, multilayer perceptron artificial neural network and CHAID decision trees. A multi-trade historical base of software projects ISBSG, containing a large volume of data of good quality, was chosen for the process of training and validation of models. It is used by ISBSG member organizations to support process of new initiatives’ sizing and estimation. The aforementioned approach enabled building models that are characterized by a very high accuracy of effort and duration estimations of projects. The obtained error measures, presented in the table 1 and 2, both for individual algorithms and for ensemble models were low, at the same time conforming to the Conte criterion\(^{12}\) (mean magnitude of relative error MMRE lower than 0.25). Nonetheless, the applied ensemble approach based on averaging the results of individual techniques for effort and duration prediction generated more precise estimation than individual algorithms.

| Table 1 Comparison of individual and ensemble models for effort estimation |
|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| Generalized linear model | Multilayer perceptron ANN | CHAID decision tree | Ensemble model |
| | Training | Test | Training | Test | Training | Test | Training | Test |
| Min error | -1,523 | -1,170 | -1,507 | -1,410 | -1,528 | -1,334 | -1,389 | -1,227 |
| Max error | 1,172 | 1,073 | 1,334 | 1,192 | 1,362 | 1,200 | 1,230 | 1,155 |
| ME | 0,000 | 0,012 | 0,008 | 0,002 | 0,000 | -0,008 | -0,004 | -0,011 |
| MAE | 0,288 | 0,310 | 0,308 | 0,331 | 0,287 | 0,313 | 0,288 | 0,310 |

Table 1 presents main evaluation indicators for three individual algorithms and ensemble model for prediction of man-months necessary for project’s final product development. According to the data included, the aggregation model generates forecast errors at the level comparable to the best algorithm (generalized linear model). However, while analysing the measures of adjustment to data and estimation capability, ensemble model had the lowest forecasting error (MMRE): 0.187 for training set and 0.04 for test set. The indicator is on good level, proving high quality of the model and its capability for effort prediction. Additionally, the indicator PRED (0.25) for the aggregation model was also at the best level with regard to individual models and it amounted to approximately 60% for both used data sets (training and test dataset).

Table 2 Comparison of individual and ensemble models for duration estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Generalized linear model</th>
<th>Multilayer perceptron ANN</th>
<th>CHAID decision tree</th>
<th>Ensemble model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min error</td>
<td>-1,511</td>
<td>-1,085</td>
<td>-1,393</td>
<td>-1,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max error</td>
<td>0,845</td>
<td>0,702</td>
<td>0,904</td>
<td>0,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,003</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>0,206</td>
<td>0,217</td>
<td>0,188</td>
<td>0,198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0,075</td>
<td>0,072</td>
<td>0,065</td>
<td>0,063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0,274</td>
<td>0,268</td>
<td>0,255</td>
<td>0,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRE</td>
<td>0,228</td>
<td>0,263</td>
<td>0,213</td>
<td>0,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRED(0.25)</td>
<td>0,611</td>
<td>0,558</td>
<td>0,623</td>
<td>0,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRED(0.3)</td>
<td>0,700</td>
<td>0,646</td>
<td>0,706</td>
<td>0,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0,275</td>
<td>0,268</td>
<td>0,255</td>
<td>0,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear correlation</td>
<td>0,660</td>
<td>0,658</td>
<td>0,715</td>
<td>0,712</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration

Similarly to effort prediction, the aggregation model for duration estimation (table 2) generates better forecasts than individual techniques. Error measures of this model (ME, MAE and RMSE) are close to the results of the artificial neural network, which is the most effective individual algorithm, generating slightly better estimates than the other two techniques. Mean
magnitude of relative error (MMRE) obtained for the ensemble model was on level of 0.205 (training) and 0.245 (testing). Both values indicate that aggregating model can generate approximately 20-24% wrong estimates. MMRE at the aforementioned level suggests very good capacity of the model to generate accurate predictions of months necessary for implementation of the project. PRED (0.25) values amount to, respectively for the teaching set: 66% and for the training set: 60%, that is as well on very good level.

**Figure 1 Process of building ensemble models**

*Source: Own elaboration*

By implementation of mentioned above main objective of this dissertation secondary objectives were achieved, foremost the application objective. Its essence was preparation of data mining models for estimation of projects parameters, ensuring their accurate estimation, regardless of the type of IT initiative and organization in which it would be deployed. This objective was achieved as a result of applying an approach of aggregating three data mining prediction algorithms derived from techniques based on regression and machine learning: general linear models, artificial decision trees and CHAID decision trees (fig. 1). According to the obtained results (table 1 and 2), combining algorithms by averaging results obtained increased accuracy of estimation effort and duration estimation and potentially increased robustness of the models to noises in data and as well as to non-standard values and outliers. Additionally, it reduced the possibility of overfitting occurrence of a particular algorithm to data, which could result in misleading predictions. At the same time, using for training and validation the ISBSG database, which provides information about projects coming from different kinds of organizations and types of initiatives, enabled their initial calibration for potential implementation in any institution implementing IT projects. It is very important factor, since every organization has
different culture of work, project management methodology and as level of employee competence. Therefore, both effort and duration related to carrying out initiatives may differ significantly between organizations while implementing the same type of project.

![Diagram of proposed methodology for implementation of ensemble models in practice based on CRISP-DM](source: Own elaboration)

**Figure 2 Proposed methodology for implementation of ensemble models in practice based on CRISP-DM**

Within the scope of the prepared methodical objectives, the developed methodology of implementation of obtained models in organizations interested in using them for supporting decision-making process of estimation of initiatives was presented (fig. 2). The suggested approach is an extension of CRISP-DM methodology by additional post-implementation steps that enable proper use of models by integrating them with the existing processes and tools used in a given organization, monitoring their performance and constant update. It requires availability of high quality database of historical ICT projects distinctive for particular institution, that enable adjusting models to the individual nature of initiatives implemented within the institution.
The consequence of models construction was the achievement of cognitive objectives of the dissertation, namely identification of the relation between variables, their impact on the prediction of effort and duration, and assessment of suitability of three selected algorithms for project parameters estimation. ISBSG projects database underwent the process of data preparation, which involved an analysis of Spearman and Pearson correlation and stepwise regression. The size of built final product had the greatest impact on effort of initiatives. Other input variables lesser impact on predicted variables, however, their influence was significant. In terms of duration estimation, interaction between dependent variable and independent variables was more evenly spread, with indication to the software size, the applied methodology, type of the system hardware platform and the required level of adjustment of a system to business requirements.

The implementation of the main objective and supporting ones (application, methodical and cognitive objectives) enabled verification and confirmation of three research hypotheses defined in this dissertation. According to the results presented in table 1 and 2, the prediction data mining techniques can be used in project management to estimate effort and duration of initiatives. Certainly, they may be used as a tool supporting decision-making and supplement traditional and parametrical estimation techniques. They enable more precise formulation of project assumptions at the initial stages, which increases the probability of successful initiative completion. Generalized linear model, artificial neural network and CHAID decision trees are characterized with a very high prediction power regarding the studied phenomena and their aggregation enables obtaining more accurate estimates and counteracts the possibility of overfitting occurrence of a given algorithm to the data.

The previous studies related to application of data mining techniques for software projects estimation were largely devoted to the issue of effectiveness of particular algorithms, using at the same time 20-30 years old databases with a small number of observations. Additionally, results presented in the studies were often inconsistent owing to the application of various approaches to preparation of data and the process of their construction. Therefore, it hardly can be found up to date any their application by organizations implementing software projects. As a result, the approach proposed in this dissertation, based on combining three effective data exploration algorithms, their initial calibration on the basis of a multi-trade base of historical projects, and suggested methodology for their implementation and maintenance may enable
their easier implementation in practice. The constructed models for prediction of effort and duration prediction are an alternative or supplementing method of estimation to traditional methods or methods based on function points and source line of code. As opposed to available approaches, they are an automatic tool for decision support delivering accurate estimates of initiatives parameters that does not require a considerable labour consumption, making estimation comes down to including in models characteristics of a new, previously unknown initiative. An additional advantage of models is ease of their implementation and future maintenance. They require only adding newly finished initiatives for the purpose of adjusting models to the rapidly changing nature of conducting IT projects in an organization on order to achieve constant accurate effort and duration estimates.

While summing up the dissertation, it is useful to mention its limitations, which may be eliminated as a result of future research. Both for construction and evaluation of models, one ISBSG database was used. It was divided into a training and a test dataset. The reason for this was lack of another reliable available data set that could be used for the verification of accuracy of estimates achieved with the selected algorithms. A preferred solution would be implementation of created models for estimation of effort and duration of projects in one selected organization or multiple organizations, where their ability to represent studied phenomena could be confirmed in practice. In this way, the suggested implementation-maintenance methodology could be verified. Another limitation of this dissertation, which may also constitute a basis for subsequent research, is the way of determining discrete variable representing size of generated product, which to the greatest extent influences the studied phenomena in comparison to other data within the data set. Its values in ISBSG database are based on intervals calculated with FSM methods. For the purpose of determination of this value, traditional techniques of data estimation may also be used, such as techniques based on expert judgement or analogy. However, the method of function points is commonly considered as the most precise technique of determination of software size. For this reason, future research could involve development of a detailed approach to software project parameters estimation using function points for the purpose of determination the size of the system and proposed in this dissertation approach of ensemble data mining models for effort and duration estimation necessary for project implementation. Additionally, influence of the size of FSM calculated with various methods on quality of the obtained predictions with data mining techniques, relating to effort and duration, could be compared for the purpose of selection of the most
adequate FSM method which, in combination with data exploration techniques, provides the most precise estimation of mentioned above project parameters.
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